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The higher state authority IT Baden-Württemberg 

(BITBW) is the central IT service provider of the state 

administration. According to its President Christian 

Leinert, for it to be successful, it must be perceived as 

a “reliable partner and provider” by the employees of 

the customer authorities. BITBW therefore focuses on 

consistently high quality of its IT services.

A central IT organisation can leverage savings 

potential through economies of scale and economies 

of scope – if all departments and facilities of the state 

administration make use of their services. In order to 

guarantee this, the state administration is obliged by 

law to use services from the BITBW. In return, the IT 

authority must be mindful of not only the quality but 

also the price of its services. With the exception of tax 

IT, the BITBW has the task of managing the entire IT 

of the state administration of Baden-Württemberg. It 

does not have to provide all services itself but can decide 

whether services are to be purchased from the market 

instead.

In order to validate the service catalogue and the 

prices of selected services for market conformity, BITBW 

commissioned an IT benchmark from Maturity. With 

the help of the Maturity Service Library (MSL), a current 

de facto market standard was created for the agency in 

order to identify and document gaps as well as anom-

alies in its services. In addition, a benchmark compar-

ison is “a philosophical question” for him, says BITBW 

President Christian Leinert. “The assessment provides me 

with plausible arguments for encouraging an under-

standing for necessary changes in the internal dialogue”.
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As the IT service provider of the state administration of Baden-Württemberg,  

the BITBW must offer its customers competitive prices and services. But what is 

the current market level for these prices? To determine this, the public agency  

was supported by Maturity in the analysis of its IT services.

Employees / Supported IT workplaces 

About 600 / About 60,000

Project goals

 Checking structure and prices of IT 

services offered for market conformity

 Find indications and arguments for 

changes needed in technology and  

structure

 “A look in the mirror” – reflection on 

 one’s own performance

www.bitbw.de
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IT services and prices  
always up to date

https://www.bitbw.de/


What were your goals for the  
benchmark project?
We wanted to compare our prices and the design of the 

services with the market level. The underlying reason is 

cost discussions with our customers, which are subject 

to an obligation to purchase. In order to argue convinc-

ingly, we need objective facts.

What are your particular challenges?
While the IT employees of the state authorities are  

gradually transferred to our organisation, the budgets 

remain with the customers. That’s why we have to sub-

mit offers for our services. BITBW calculates its prices at 

full cost, while our customers are in the world of gov-

ernmental accounting (cameralistic) with specific fiscal 

standards. A neutral comparison with the market helps 

here.

Where have you identified a need for  
change in your role as a service provider?
We must constantly reflect and check whether our range 

of services is optimal, whether our pricing models make 

sense and whether the service levels fit. For a service 

provider, this is extremely important in order to retain 

customers. We have to be up to date at all times.

Business Benefits

 Checking the service catalogue 

for gaps and redundancies 

 Analysis of Service Level 

Agreements (SLAs)

 Identify variances against market  

prices

 Highlighting potential for  

optimisation for process efficiency  

and price model 

 Positive effects on internal under- 

standing for change

What basic findings have you  
drawn from the project?
Objective comparative values are indispensable for  

price discussions. IT services should be clearly described 

and delimited as well as measurable and comparable.  

A benchmark helps to set priorities. And intelligent pric-

ing models can create great customer benefits without 

technical changes.

Interview with Christian Leinert, President  
of IT Baden-Württemberg (BITBW)
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“The assessment provides me with  
plausible arguments for encouraging an  
understanding for necessary changes in  
the internal dialogue.”
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